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No rim means it’s easy to clean with nowhere    



The brilliant new range of                   toilets from Twyford.

        for germs to hide.



COMPARE AND CONTRAST

1

Ultra-hygienic design makes cleaning Twyford Rimfree® toilets faster and easier. With
no rim there’s nowhere for dirt and germs to hide, and no rim shadow means the bowl
looks brighter. The flushing system clears away residue effectively and regular cleaning
is simpler than ever before - taking less time and less cleaning products.

1 Water cascades into the toilet pan from a slot at the back of the bowl.
Holes at either end of the slot act as jets, powering water right around
the bowl and rinsing it clean quietly and effectively.

2 Smart design ensures that water enters the bowl at precisely the right
angle to maintain its speed and force. The shape and size of the toilet
sump means that the pressure of the water pushes the contents
away quickly and smoothly.

3 With no rim the bowl looks cleaner.

2

3

Conventional toilets have a large number
of holes under the rim, or a narrow slot
running its length. It’s almost impossible
to properly clean under the rim.

By cleverly redesigning the bowl and
the flushing system, Twyford have done
away completely with the need for
a rim - making the toilet design
ultra-hygienic and easy to clean.

THE DIFFERENCE IS CLEAR WITH
OUR EASY TO CLEAN DESIGN

Scan this code
to see the

Rimfree® toilet
in action.





LIGHT ON CLEANING

LIGHT ON WATER USAGE

AND STYLISH TOO

Without a rim, regular cleaning is quicker and easier
than ever before - a quick wipe over with a cloth
produces sparkling results every time. And less
cleaning products are used, as there’s no need
to squirt under the rim to get rid of dirt and germs -
which is good for the environment. 

Outside is easy to clean too -
with the fully back-to-wall design
of the Moda close coupled toilet
and wall hung design in 3D and
Galerie. There are no awkward
places for dust to gather.

The Moda Rimfree® uses Twyford’s unique Flushwise® 4 and 2.6 litre dual flush
technology, using up to 60% less water than a standard toilet. 3D and Galerie
feature water-saving dual flush too, at 4 and 6 litres.

Rimfree® toilets are available across three best-selling Twyford collections - all with
cool, contemporary design and a wide range of options including basins, bidets and
furniture, co-ordinating to create a complete look for every bathroom environment.

Moda 3D Galerie

MAJOR BENEFITS
FOR EVERY APPLICATION



3D Rimfree® wall hung toilet shown with 3D
600mm basin and Plum furniture.



BRIGHTER, CLEANER LOOKS
FOR BATHROOMS

GALERIE

MODA



3D

Twyford’s revolutionary Rimfree® technology is now available for all projects with wall hung Rimfree® toilets in our popular 3D and
Galerie collections, and the close coupled fully back-to-wall Moda Rimfree®. Stylish, contemporary looks that are easy to clean
and ultra-hygienic in design, and save water too. Lift the lid on a Rimfree® toilet and you’ll see the difference. 

The Twyford Rimfree® toilet is now available - wall hung & close coupled back-to-wall

The 3D wall hung pan has
recently been awarded the
Plus X award which is the
World’s biggest Innovation
prize for Technology, Sport
and Lifestyle.

AWARD WINNING DESIGN



If there is no rim, what stops the water coming out?
The toilet bowl is cleverly engineered to ensure that the jets of water flow right around
it and down in a cascade.

Why do we have rims on toilets in the first place?
Typically the technology used in WCs has traditionally depended on there being a lot of
outlets for the flush water, all hidden under a rim which guided the flow. The design of our
Rimfree® toilets is the result of years of development, designing both a bowl and a jet
system which do away completely with the need for a rim.

How can I be sure the flush is effective?
The Rimfree® system jets water around the bowl more forcefully than a standard toilet,
cleaning it efficiently and forcing the contents down into and out of, the sump - producing
outstanding flush results every time.

How hygienic is the Rimfree®?
Twyford’s Rimfree® technology was initially developed to meet the stringent demands
of the Department of Health’s HTM64 guidelines, designed to minimise the risk of infection
in healthcare applications.

What cleaning is required?
Probably far less than with a conventional toilet. Any soiling of the bowl remaining after the
flush is easier to see and deal with. There’s no rim to clean under, which saves time and
energy and reduces the amount of cleaning products needed. The outsides are designed
for easy cleaning too.

What are the benefits for your project?
Rimfree® toilets achieve professional performance levels. They look - and are easy to clean
and maintain, which gives users confidence in the levels of hygiene. Less time and money
is spent on cleaning, and water usage can be significantly reduced too.

For more information and to see our rimless technology
in action visit www.rimfree.com

YOUR QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

Ultra-hygienic design, easy to clean. And good looking too.
It’s time to switch to Rimfree®



Moda product refs

Moda close coupled
back-to-wall pan
MD1145WH

Dual flush 4/2.6 litre cistern
MD2342WH

Seat and cover with soft
closing mechanism
MD7851WH

Seat and cover with
stainless steel hinges
MD7815WH

3D product refs

3D wall hung pan
3D1798WH

Concealed cistern, 
6/4 litre dual flush 
(excl. push button)
CX9664XX

Seat and cover with soft
closing mechanism
3D7851WH

Seat and cover with
stainless steel hinges
3D7815WH

Galerie product refs

Galerie wall hung pan
GN1798WH

Concealed cistern, 
6/4 litre dual flush 
(excl. push button)
CX9664XX

Seat and cover with soft
closing mechanism
IY7851WH

Seat and cover with
stainless steel hinges
IY7864WH

RIMFREE® TOILET
SPECIFICATIONS

The Moda Rimfree® WC is protected by Registered Community Design No. 001643818-0001

For more information visit www.rimfree.com



Registered office:  Lawton Road, Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent  ST7 2DF, UK

T:  +44(0) 1270 879777  F:  +44(0) 1270 873864

www.twyfordbathrooms.com

Part of the Sanitec Group

Ref: TWNY0068/3

The Moda Rimfree® WC is protected by Registered Community Design No. 001643818-0001

BY APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

MANUFACTURERS OF BATHROOM
& WASHROOM FITTINGS
TWYFORD BATHROOMS

STOKE-ON-TRENT

Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information included in this document was accurate at the time of printing,
we reserve the right to change product specifications at any time without prior notice. The photographs reproduced in this
publication are within the constraints of the printing process and are not to be used for matching purposes. All photographs

are used for approximate representation only and may not show the actual products on offer. E&OE.


